We love to offer hospitality!!!

A few words about
Neos Marmaras

Who are we…

Neos Marmaras was founded in
Sithonia, Halkidiki, soon after 1922
by Greek refugees who came from
the
island
of
Marmaras,
in
Propontida, Asia Minor.

At one of the most fertile and green part of
Greece, only 1,2Km away from the cosmopolitan village of Neos Marmaras, at
the most beautiful and peaceful part of
Halkidiki, on the peninsula of Sithonia, the
hospitality of the Valachis family is
combined with quality accommodation.

It is a vibrant town situated along the
slopes of the Dragoudelis Mountain
all the way down to the coastline and
it constitutes the most cosmopolitan
area within the Toroneos Gulf on the
Sithonia peninsula.

Just a few meters away from the beach,
where the mountains blend in with the sea
in perfect harmony, you will discover
“Fantasia”, a place for happy, low-price
and safe holidays.

Neos Marmaras is a modern country
town which combines natural beauty
and nightlife.
Neos Marmaras offers island magic
along with land comforts. Visitors
may find a lot of small traditional
outlets, coffee-bars, restaurants and
nightclubs that suit all needs and
tastes.

Room’s amenities
The 13 refurbished rooms and apartments
have independent entrances and private
bathrooms, as well as balconies with a
view to the sea. They are beautifully
decorated, providing the leisure and the
amenities of a modern accommodation
facility. Each room or apartment includes:

a satellite LCD TV,

a refrigerator,

air-conditioning and a kitchen
equipped with all the necessary
appliances.

In Fantasia, you will experience
the comfort of a typical Greek
family.
Here, you will have the chance to
enjoy for free our homemade
products, such as tsipuro and
other delicacies.

Extra facilities
For your further convenience, our
services include: multilingual staff, a
reception desk, place to leave
safely your luggage after checking
out, laundry service, hot water 24
hours, private parking space (free of
charge), room service, wi-fi Internet
connection (free of charge), garden
area for outdoor leisure, a playground for children and a barbeque
area.

In our common outdoor space you
have the ability to meet the rest of
the hotel guests and taste local
dishes of the area.

Summer activities

We are not only close to the
beach…

To swim in our blue flag awarded
beaches and gulfs


Those who like sightseeing and
the wilderness of the mountains
can enjoy the picturesque nature
of the area.



To cruise to the isles in Toroneos Gulf

To enjoy the underwater beauty of the
area by scuba diving


In case you have small kids, a big Luna
Park is waiting for you


To enjoy your stay at our beach bars
and bars


There is a variety of hiking and
cycling paths only a few minutes
away from “Fantasia Studios &
Apartments” that lead up to
mountain “Dragounteli” and to
the picturesque village of
“Parthenon”.

To cruise with the boat taxis to Porto
Carras


All year activities


To visit the historical and protected
village ‘Parthenonas’, just 5km away
from Neos Marmaras



To taste our local dishes and products
at Neos Marmaras restaurants



Every Thursday you can buy anything
you need from our open market



To visit Porto Carras for gambling and
wine tasting



To walk or cycle the mountain paths
driving to Parthenonas village, particularly
this one starting few meters away from
Fantasia

Tips on how to meet us
By car: Our house is located 1.2km before the main entrance of Neos
Marmaras, in Sithonia, Halkidiki, 1 km away from Paradisos beach and
3 km from Lagomandra beach. Our GPS coordinates are
N:40.11.22.34 ; E:23.77.58.16
By bus: You take the bus from Thessaloniki Bus Station to Halkidiki
(very important note: bus station to Halkidiki is not situated to
Macedonia Bus Station) and you will stop to the bus station, exactly in
front of our house, on the central main road, to Keramaria stop
By plane: to Macedonia airport in Thessaloniki and then by car or bus
(its better to hire a car) to Halkidiki: There are many direct flights to
Macedonia airport. You will easily find flights to Thessaloniki from many
European airports. Particularly, during the summer period there are
direct flights from any European country
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